
 

 

Year 6 Writing Targets 

Write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences  
Narrative: Stories with flashbacks, Reading and Writing Different types of 
Narrative, Description/setting writing, Diary, Non-fiction:  
Autobiographies/biographies, Journalistic texts – newspapers, Arguments, 
Reading and Writing Authors and Texts, Formal/ Impersonal writing, Letters – 
formal/informal, persuasive, Recounts, Non chronological reports. Poetry:  
The Power of Imagery, Narrative poetry, Finding a voice - Reading Poetry 
 W1 I can generate ideas, draft, redraft with a focus and edit written work to 
ensure the meaning and impact on the reader is clear. 
Imaginative Description 
D1 I can use expanded noun phrases to add detail, qualification and 
precision.  
a,a The mansion  The grand, old mansion with towering chimneys. 

Subject – 3 examples – are all sentences  Name – adjective pair – sentences 

D2 I can create vivid images by using a range of figurative language:  
Similes - The road meandered like a serpent.  
Metaphors - The moon was a ghostly galleon.  
Personification - The wind whispered their fate.  
Alliteration (consonant initial sounds)/Assonance (Vowel initial sounds) - 
Slithering serpents. Indigo igloos.  

Onomatopoeia – Crash! The thunder echoed off into the distance. 

 So… sentences    Tell: show 3 ; examples sentences 

D3 I can use adverbs and adverbials to add detail, qualification and 
precision.  
TRIMP  (When? How often?) Time – Last night, the cat sat.  
(Why?) Reason – The cat sat because it was exhausted after a long day.  
(To what extent?) Intensifier – The cat sat incredibly still.  
(How?) Manner – The cat sat still.  
(Where?) Place - The cat sat in front of the fireplace.  
D4 I can use preposition phrases to add detail, qualification and precision.  
(Which one?) Place – The cat from Middleton sat…  

All other preposition phrases are also adverbials of manner, place or time.  
Emotion – consequence sentences 

D5  I can describe the setting, atmosphere and characters in narrative 
Using vivid details and contributing to plot direction. Using the senses, 
symbolism and showing the time 
D6I can create dialogue to advance the action in narrative. 
Show the emotions of the speaker. Create images about the character’s body 
language to add to the dialogue.  
 

Organise writing effectively & use sentences appropriately 
Guide the reader using a range of conjunctions: 
E1 I can use subordinating conjunctions 
A WHITE BUS – after, although, as, when, wherever, whenever, whilst, 
where, whether, how, if, in case, in order, that, though, even if, even 
though, ever since, because, before, unless, until, since. 
E2 I can use co-ordinating conjunctions 
FANBOYS – for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so 
E3 I can use a range of tenses are used consistently, correctly and for 
effect. 
Simple. I ate a sandwich. I eat a sandwich. I will eat a sandwich.  
Progressive. To be + present participle. I was eating a sandwich. I am 
eating a sandwich. I will be eating a sandwich.  
Perfect. To have + past participle I had eaten a sandwich. I have eaten a 
sandwich. I will have eaten a sandwich. 
E4 I can vary the position of clause structures 
Fronted adverbials. Before she arrived at the party, she called her friend.  
Embedded clauses. John, who lives in Liverpool, enjoys reading. 
AD, same AD Eds and Ings sentences 
E5 I can vary between active and passive sentences 
Active – The subject performs the verb. Shirley ate the sandwich.  

Passive – the subject is acted upon by the verb. The sandwich was eaten by 
Shirley. Use of the passive to affect the presentation of information in a 
sentence [for example, I broke the window in the greenhouse versus The 
window in the greenhouse was broken (by me) 

E6 I can use modal verbs to detail possibility or certainty 

Shall, may, can, ought, will, should, must, need.  Irony sentences  
When___; when___; when___, then___. Sentences 

E7 I can create atmosphere and integrate dialogue to convey character 
and advance action.  EAST: Emotion – With an evil glare in her eye, she 
announced…   Action – Pointing her finger accusingly, she bellowed…   
Speech – “speech,!?” said speaker. The use of formal and informal speech.  
Reported speech – He said that it wasn’t true.   Thoughts - The crowd 
gasped as they looked on in horror. Trailing off… sentences 

E8 I can use contractions in dialogue in narrative 

“Y’ can’t do yer mixin’ up!” The difference between vocabulary typical of 
informal speech and vocabulary appropriate for formal speech and writing 
[for example, find out – discover; ask for – request; go in – enter] 

Paragraphs 
O1 I can use presentational devices (if appropriate) 
Bullet points, Headings and subheadings, Columns, Tables 
O2 I can use correctly organised paragraphs 
Organised using TiP ToPD. Time, Place, Topic, Person & Dramatic Effect.  

Linking ideas across paragraphs using a wider range of cohesive devices: repetition of a 
word or phrase, grammatical connections [for example, the use of adverbials such as 
on the other hand, in contrast, or as a consequence], and ellipsis 

Punctuation  

P1 I can use inverted commas “speech,.!?” 
“Look, she’s coming back!” announced Jane. The difference between structures typical 
of informal speech and structures appropriate for formal speech and writing [for 
example, the use of question tags: He’s your friend, isn’t he?, or the use of subjunctive 
forms such as If I were or Were they to come in some very formal writing and speech] 
P2 I can use commas for clarity , 
The room was full of crying babies, and mothers. 
P3 I can use semi-colons ; 
Use between related independent clauses when a co-ordinating conjunction is omitted. I 
like tea; I don’t like coffee. (but has been omitted) Some; others sentences 
P4 I can use dashes –  
Use for parentheses. Upon discovering the errors – all 24 of them – she called Frank. 
Also (  ) and ,  ,  
To add detail to the previous clause. Lions are dangerous creatures - a single bite could 
kill. 3 bad – dash sentences 
P5 I can use hyphens –  
Use to join two or more words that act as an adjective. She admired her state-of-the-art 
watch. The twenty-seven-year-old man stared. Hyphens can be used to avoid ambiguity 
[for example, man eating shark versus man-eating shark, or recover versus re-cover] 
P6 I can use colons : 
To introduce a list. The shops sells a variety of products: fruit, vegetables and clothes.  
To add detail to the previous clause. Lions are dangerous creatures: a single bite could 

kill.  DE:DE sentences   The question is: sentences 
Present neatly  
N1 I can write fluently and legibly when writing at speed. 
Spelling  
S1 I can spell most words correctly from Year 5 and 6 spelling lists. 

Working towards the expected standard: 

 In narrative, describe settings and characters 

 Paragraphs 

 Bullet points, eadings and subheadings  

 Most words are spelt correctly from Years 3 and 4. 

 Some words spelt correctly from Year 5 and 6.  

 A . ? commas for lists, apostrophes for contraction.  

 Legible writing 

Year 6 Terminology for pupils: 

 subject, object 

 active, passive 

 synonym, antonym 

 ellipsis, hyphen, dash, colon, semi-colon, bullet 
points 

 subjunctive 

Working at a greater depth: 

 Write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences  

 Select the appropriate form for writing 

 Independently draw on what they have read as models for their own writing 

 Distinguish between the language of speech and writing  and choose the appropriate register  

 Exercise an assured and conscious control over levels of formality, particularly through manipulating grammar and 
vocabulary to achieve this 

 Use: Colons :  Hyphens – Dashes –  Semi-colons ; with precision to enhance meaning.  

Highlight when achieved    Autumn = Pink      Spring = Green    Summer = Yellow                                                                                                      =getting there   = achieved  = greater depth 

                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                     


